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Background 

A no motor zone (NMZ or pole and troll zone) was established in the 475 acre Wulfert 

Flats area of Ding Darling National Wildlife Refuge July 8, 2009 (Figure 1). Boats traveling 

through this area must raise their fossil fuel engines so prop is out of water and either paddle, 

pole or use electric trolling motor to navigate thin this area now.  The establishment of this zone 

was mitigation for the loss of seagrass during the Blind Pass dredging project which reconnected 

the Gulf of Mexico to Pine Island Sound at Blind Pass in August 2009. 

The object of the NMZ was to significantly reduce seagrass habitat destruction caused by 

motor boat prop dredging in that area. Analysis of aerial photography was used in this study to 

determine if the establishment of the NMZ actually resulted in less dredging within the NMZ.  

Methods 

Aerial GIS layers of the Wulfert Flats area were obtained from Lee County for surveys 

conducted in 2005, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013 and 2015. For each of these years, prop scars 

were delineated in ARC GIS at a 1:500 scale. Aerial quality varied between years due to wind 

conditions, tide stage, and sunlight angle. Only data from 2005, 2008, 2011, 2013 and 2015 was 



of high enough quality to delineate scars over the entire area of the study. Using the higher 

quality aerials, all scars positively identifiable as having boat origin were digitized as polylines 

within the NMZ and control site boundaries (Figure 2). Three subsample areas were established 

by Lee County within the NMZ boundaries (Figure 1). These subsamples were used to compare 

different areas of the NMZ and to provide higher sample number for comparing before and after 

results. 

Using the areas described above, a before after control intervention (BACI) design was 

used for analysis of measurable impact. For each year (set of aerials) the total length of prop 

scars digitized was obtained and standardized by dividing length by the total area of the site. 

Sites used in the analysis included the three subsample areas within the NMZ (Figure 1) and the 

control site. Subsampled areas were named “entrance” (northern side), “sandbar” (eastern side), 

and “point” (western side).  The standardized total lengths (meters/hectare) of scars for each site 

were subtracted from the standard total length of the control site for each year. This is the 

“control” effect and controls for annual variation in aerial quality (ability to see scars in that 

year’s set of aerials). The standardized and controlled data was then entered into a Minitab®’s 

general linear model (GLM) ANOVA with before/after and sites as factors. Alpha level was set 

at 0.05 for determining significance of an effect. Pairwise comparisons were made between sites 

and before and after treatments using Tukey’s.  

 

Results   

Mean and median prop scar densities increased at the control site after implementation of 

the NMZ while mean and median densities within the NMZ did not increase as dramatically or 

decreased (Table 1). GLM ANOVA results found a significant decrease in prop scar density after 

implementation of the NMZ compared to before (p = 0.005, F = 12.15, DF = 1). No significant 

difference in scar density could be found between sites (Entrance, Sandbar, Point, p = 0.59). 

tested independently using t-test and comparing data between individual years, we found 

significant difference between the data from 2008 (before) and 2015 (after) but no significant 

difference between data from 2005 (before) and 2011 (after), or 2013 (after). 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The GLM ANOVA finding that prop scar density change at the NMZ was significantly 

less than at the control site was reasonable when considering the data analyzed. Although mean 

and median prop scar density seemed to have increased slightly at some of the NMZ sample 

sites, it did not increase as dramatically as the control site. The 2011, 2013, 2015 aerial 

photography (after NMZ establishment) had 4 inch pixel resolution at ground level compared to 

6 inch resolution at ground level in 2005 and 2008 (before NMZ). The higher resolution 

photography may have made it possible to digitize prop scars during the period after NMZ 

establishment that would not have been recognizable in the aerials used for before NMZ. The 



BACI design used with the GLM ANOVA was able to tease apart this variability and find 

significant reduction in prop scar density after the NMZ was implemented. Many of the scars 

digitized were scars made in previous years still visible in the year of the aerial, but the number 

of scars (including the relict scars) recognizable after the NMZ was in place was reduced 

compared to the probable density if no NMZ was in place. Since it may take 5 or more years for 

a seagrass scar to become unrecognizable in an aerial survey (R. Bartleson, SCCF Marine Lab 

personal communication, October 2015), repeating this analysis in the upcoming years in which 

high resolution aerial photos are available will provide more definitive results and a more 

reliable estimate of area of seagrass habitat protected.  

The implementation of the NMZ in Wulfert Flats has produced a significant reduction in 

prop scar density as compared to the probable number of prop scars which would have been 

recognizable if no action would have been taken here. At this point the actual area of seagrass 

“protected” has not been estimated and it is possible that there has been a net loss in seagrass 

since the NMZ has been in place. However the loss is significantly less than the projected loss if 

there was no NMZ. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The Wulfert Flats no motor zone is shown outlined in red in this 2015 aerial provided 

by Lee County. Blind Pass is shown to the north and west of the zone. At the head of Blind Pass 

is the NMZ seagrass monitoring “control” site established by Lee County. Three seagrass 

sampling sites within the NMZ are shown outlined in orange. 



Table 1. mean and median prop scar density at within NMZ sample sites and control sites before and after 

implementation of the no motor zone rules.  

 

 

 

Before After Before After

Control 87 205 87 159

NMZ_Entrance 119 167 119 108

NMZ_Sandbar 173 98 173 40

NMZ_Point 101 103 101 113

Median Propscar Density (m/ha)Mean Propscar Density (m/ha)
Site

Figure 2. Sample areas after digitizing prop scars for 2008 Lee County aerial set. 


